**Installation Instructions**

Hog 4 OS consoles running v3.4.0 and greater can be upgraded to v3.6.1 but consoles running older software versions require a full install of software v3.6.1. Please refer to the Hog 4 OS help manual for detailed instructions on how to perform a full install and/or software upgrade on your console.

**Show File Compatibility**

Show files created with or edited using Hog 4 OS v3.6.1 are only compatible with v3.6.0 and greater.

**Bug Fixes**

D-03243: DP8000 crash when clearing programmer containing slot values with fanned delay times  
D-03244: Can no longer change the name of a device in the network window  
D-03251: Desktop is crashing when changing the Description of the Show  
D-03252: DP8000 reset when changing priority of HTP list / scene not assigned to the playback bar  
D-03253: Editing show description crashes desktop  
D-03254: DP8K is crashing when playing a list / scene with fader assignment of IPCB  
D-03255: Critical crash when a list triggers a comment macro with a wait time shorter than the target  
D-03256: Editor effect rate change is choppy  
D-03258: Selecting Strip Unused Palettes will crash the server if an external node is on line  
D-03259: External DP8000 crash when updating HTP Scene or List that not on the playback bar  
D-03260: Hog Import is failing when Compound Fixtures are involved  
D-03261: Effect Offset Values are displaying incorrectly  
D-03262: VOB is crashing when replaying a list that is in the releasing state that contains a FX on HS  
D-03265: Masters not showing unlocked fader state when the Flash Key is held down  
D-03266: Crash when pressing flash keys on an external wing while show is loading  
D-03267: Flash Keys are getting stuck in the down position when flashed  
D-03272: Intensity jumps to full when changing pages  
D-03275: Crossfading a cue to itself is changing onstage look when the intensity fader is scaled  
D-03277: Goto does not trigger comments macro if cue is already the current cue in playback  
D-03279: IPCB faders are releasing slotted parameters with start path and not end path  
D-03280: Views in older show files that contain a Master Window do not recall correctly  
D-03286: Sending MIDI Notes 64 and 65 at the same time will crash the DP8K process  
D-03287: Critical crash when sending midi note ‘4’ to flash key on a playback bar with no hardware  
D-03288: Critical is crashing when using the Rate Wheels functions on an unsigned master  
B-02537: Default calibration points added to ISO for RoadHog4 Data Module touch overlay